Nursing and Legal Concepts Conference
28 October - 5 November 2017

FF - FACE TO FACE W - WEBINAR SD - SELF DIRECTED

DAY 1: SAT 28 OCT | DEPART SYDNEY
1830 - 1930: Conference Registration
VENUE: Shanghai Piano Bar, Deck 3

DAY 2: SUN 29 OCT | AT SEA
VENUE: Conference Room, Deck 2
0900 - 1000: FF | Do not underestimate how much we know Already
1000: Quick coffee break
1000 - 1100: FF | What are the Key Areas of Law that can affect Nurses?
1100 - 1200: FF | Why we need to understand the Tort of Negligence
1200 - 1300: Lunch
1300 - 1400: FF | Applying concepts of negligence to Real World Experiences
1400 - 1600: FF | Consent

DAY 3: MON 30 OCT | AT SEA
VENUE: Conference Room, Deck 2
0900 - 1030: FF | Behaviours that open the way for Tort Actions
1030: Quick coffee break
1030 - 1200: FF | Fraudulent and criminal Nursing Actions
1200 - 1300: Lunch
1300 - 1400: FF | What are the legal, cultural requirements and Nursing responsibilities after a Death?
1400 - 1600: FF | Scope of Practice

DAY 4: TUE 31 OCT | VISIT THE ISLE OF PINES
SD | Ethical concepts and reflective Questions
1830 - 1930: FF | Networking Session

DAY 5: WED 1 NOV | VIST TO MARE ISLAND
W | Professional boundaries and boundary Crossings
1830 - 1930: FF | Networking Session

DAY 6: THU 2 NOV | VISIT TO NOUMEA
W | Coronial inquiries and Investigations
1830 - 1930: FF | Networking Session

DAY 7: FRI 3 NOV | AT SEA
VENUE: Conference Room, Deck 2
0900 - 1000: FF | Review of Self Directed Activities
1000 - 1100: FF | Legal cases that challenge Nursing
1100 - 1200: Lunch
1200 - 1400: FF | Risk management, incident reports and defensive Documentation
1400: Quick coffee break
1400 - 1600: FF | The most common Nursing Errors

DAY 8: SAT 4 NOV | AT SEA
VENUE: Conference Room, Deck 2
0900 - 1000: FF | Oh no, not another student to Supervise!
1000 - 1100: FF | Dealing with Complaints
11:00: Quick coffee break
1100 - 1200: FF | Confusing Situations
1200 - 1300: Lunch
13:00 - 1400: W | Voluntary and involuntary admission
1400 - 1600: FF | What about if? What about When?
1800 - 1900: Farewell Drinks and Canapes
VENUE: Shanghai Piano Bar, Deck 3

DAY 9: SUN 5 NOV | DISEMBARK SYDNEY
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